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SUMMARY Large-scale disasters may cause simultaneous failures of
many components in information systems. In the design for disaster recov-
ery, operational procedures to recover from simultaneous component fail-
ures need to be determined so as to satisfy the time-to-recovery objective
within the limited budget. For this purpose, it is beneficial to identify the
smallest unacceptable combination of component failures (SUCCF) which
exceeds the acceptable cost for recovering the system. This allows us to
know the limitation of the recovery capability of the designed recovery op-
eration procedure. In this paper, we propose a technique to identify the
SUCCF by predicting the required cost for recovery from each combina-
tion of component failures with and without two-person cross-check of ex-
ecution of recovery operations. We synthesize analytic models from the
description of recovery operation procedure in the form of SysML Activ-
ity Diagram, and solve the models to predict the time-to-recovery and the
cost. An example recovery operation procedure for a commercial database
management system is used to demonstrate the proposed technique.
key words: automatic model synthesis, recovery operation procedure,
stochastic reward net (SRN), time to recover (TTR)

1. Introduction

Large-scale disasters such as major earthquakes may cause
simultaneous failures of many components in information
systems. When the failures occur and customer require-
ments of time-to-recover (TTR) completely from the fail-
ures are not satisfied, penalty costs are charged. Meanwhile,
measures to reduce the TTR such as addition of redundant
components or assignment of a skilled system operator in-
crease labor or development cost.

Since the budget for disaster recovery (DR) is generally
limited in the organization of the owner of the system, it is
necessary for system designers to take into account not only
TTR but also recovery cost for DR. The system designers
need to design recovery operation procedures which satisfy
the requirements in consideration with many combinations
of simultaneous failures of system components.

For such designs of operation procedures for disaster
recovery, it is beneficial to identify the smallest unaccept-
able combinations of component failures (SUCCF) which
exceeds the acceptable recovery cost. The identified SUCCF
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can be useful for system designers to understand the limita-
tion of the current design and to plan further improvements
of recovery operation procedure or to request compromise
on the current requirements.

The identification of SUCCF is challenging due to the
following reasons:

• Information systems are often composed of many com-
ponents and have a large numbers of possible combina-
tions of component failures.
• Depending on the combination of the component fail-

ures, the required recovery operations and required cost
are changed.
• Recovery operations may have restrictions in the order

of execution (e.g., to recover a component A, we may
need to recover another component B in advance).
• Operations’ execution may affect current system states

(e.g., successful execution of an operation may re-
cover some failed components), which causes dynamic
changes of the required recovery operations.

From the above reasons, it is not realistic to test all the com-
binations of failures in real system environments.

To deal with the problem, it is reasonable to utilize
model-based evaluation approach to assess the design of
the recovery operation procedures using only several fun-
damental parameters’ values measured in a target system.
However, since the model-based assessments typically re-
quire special expertise in mathematical modeling, it would
be difficult for practical system designers to manually build
a correct analytic model to assess their design of recovery
operation procedures.

An automated analytic model synthesis method is nec-
essary to support the model-based assessment. Several
researchers proposed techniques to automatically derive
stochastic models for availability/reliability/performance
assessment such as Dynamic Fault Tree (DFT) [1], Re-
pairable Fault Tree [2], Timed Petri Net (TPN) [3], Stochas-
tic Petri net (SPN) [4], Generalized Stochastic Petri Nets
(GSPN) [5]–[7], Deterministic and Stochastic Petri Nets
(DSPN) [8], Stochastic Well-formed Net (SWN) [9] and
Stochastic Reward Nets (SRN) [10]–[12], from widely-
used design description languages such as Unified Mod-
eling Language (UML) [13], System Modeling Language
(SysML) [14] and Architecture Analysis & Design Lan-
guage (AADL) [15]. However, the models derived by these
methods do not provide the means to identify the SUCCF.
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In this paper, we propose a technique to identify the
SUCCF by predicting the required cost for recovery from
each possible combination of component failures. We syn-
thesize analytic models from the description of recovery op-
eration procedure in the form of SysML Activity Diagram,
and solve the models to predict the time to recovery and the
associated cost. The feasibility of the proposed technique
is evaluated in an example of recovery operation procedures
for a commercial database management system. This pa-
per is an extension of our previous work [16], which further
incorporates cross-check of operations’ execution for reduc-
tion of human errors into the models, and evaluates the effect
of the cross-check on the recovery cost in the case study.
In addition, we incorporate a new translation rule into the
model synthesis to represent a flow in the case of operation
failure which has been often neglected in the system relia-
bility evaluation.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes
the concept of SUCCF. Section 3 proposes a technique to
identify the SUCCF. Section 4 shows a case study which
applies the proposed technique to a recovery operation pro-
cedure for a commercial database management system. Sec-
tion 5 gives our conclusion.

2. SUCCF

This section describes the concept of SUCCF. First, we de-
fine UCCF as the unacceptable combinations (sets) of com-
ponents failures which exceed the acceptable cost for recov-
ering the system. SUCCF is the subset of UCCF that has the
minimum number of elements. In other words, any UCCF
can be reduced to a SUCCF by removing its elements.

For example, let us assume that there are four compo-
nents A, B, C, and D in a system, whose failures are denoted
as FA, FB, FC, and FD. The requirement of recovery cost of
the system is Creq. The values of cost exceed Creq when the
combinations of component failures {FA,FB}, {FA,FB,FC},
{FA,FB,FD}, or {FA,FB,FC,FD} occurred simultaneously. In
this case, {FA,FB} is the only one SUCCF, because its num-
ber of component failures is the smallest among the four
combinations.

SUCCF can be useful for system designers to un-
derstand the limitation of the current design and to plan fur-
ther improvements of recovery operation procedure or to re-
quest compromise on the current requirements.

The SUCCF concept is similar to the concept of mini-
mal cut set (MCS) which has been traditionally used in Fault
Tree Analysis (FTA) [17]. A MCS is a smallest combination
of basic events (e.g. component failures) which may lead to
a specific undesired top event at the system level (e.g. whole
system failure). The MCSs of a fault tree can be used to un-
derstand the structural vulnerability of the system. However,
FTA is not applicable for recovery operations with complex
dependencies as mentioned in Sect. 1, and this is the main
reason that we introduce the SUCCF concept.

3. SUCCF Identification Method

In this section, we present a method to predict the TTR and
the required cost for recovery from each combination of fail-
ures by automatically synthesizing an analytic model from
a recovery operation procedure. A mechanism to identify
SUCCF is subsequently introduced.

3.1 Recovery Operation Procedure

Recovery operation procedure is a procedure to recover
failed components and consists of sub-procedures for recov-
ering parts of system components. Each sub-procedure con-
tains system administrative operations such as replace, re-
boot, data restoration and configuration changes etc. and is
specified in documents or manuals in advance. When a dis-
aster occurs and causes simultaneous component failures,
system operators are responsible for component recovery
following to the recovery operation procedure. Since the
required sub-procedures vary with the combinations of the
failed components, the system operators first need to fig-
ure out the damage of the systems accurately (i.e. identify
the failed components), and then decide the sub-procedures
to be executed for system recovery. We assume the sys-
tem is composed of components, each of which has two
states; available or unavailable. Although a component is
not failed, it is considered unavailable if its functionality is
not provided due to some reasons. According to the differ-
ent combinations of failed states of the components, the re-
quired sub-procedures in the recovery operation procedure
can be varied.

3.2 Overview of the Identification Method of SUCCF

The proposed method consists of two functions: analytic
model synthesis for predicting the TTR and cost, and iden-
tification of SUCCF, as shown in Fig. 1. First, system
designer describes a recovery operation procedure using
SysML Activity Diagram. Next, analytic model synthesis
function automatically translates the Activity Diagram to
an analytic model in the form of Stochastic Reward Nets
(SRN) [18] by organizing predefined SRN model modules
stored in translation rules repository. Finally, the identifi-
cation function localizes SUCCF by analyzing the TTR and
cost based on the synthesized SRN model. The identified
SUCCF and the associated values of the TTR and cost are
returned to the system designer. The system designer then
can refine the design of the recovery operation procedure
according to the SUCCF.

3.3 Activity Diagram

Activity Diagram is used to specify a recovery operation
procedure by a system designer. Figure 2 shows an example
of an Activity Diagram representing a recovery operation
procedure. The following five types of nodes are used to
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Fig. 1 Overview of the proposed method.

Fig. 2 An example of Activity Diagram.

represent features of the recovery operation procedure.

• An Action, denoted by a rectangle, represents a unit
operation (e.g., replace, reboot, data restoration etc.)
of the recovery operation procedure.
• A DecisionNode, denoted by a rhombus, represents

a conditional branch whose output (yes/no) is deter-
mined according to a state of a certain system compo-
nent(s) (e.g. the component is up or down, backup files
exist or not). The system designer determines which
output corresponds to the failure state of the compo-
nent, because it is used for the analytic model synthe-
sis. The state is changed by success of execution of
a certain operation(s) (such operations do not exist for
unrecoverable failures).
• An InitialNode, denoted by a filled circle, represents

the starting point of control flow of the recovery oper-
ation procedure.
• An ActivityFinal, denoted by a circle with an internal

filled circle, represents an ending point where the failed
system is entirely recovered (e.g. the latest data of a
failed database server are recovered).
• A FlowFinal, denoted by a circle with a cross, repre-

sents another ending point where the system remains a
broken part (e.g. a failed database server is recovered
with data corruption by loss of redo logs).

We defined the following parameters: time to complete
checking the state tcy for a DecisionNode dy, success proba-
bility of a recovery operation px and time to complete the re-
covery operation trx for an Action ax. The parameters’
values are specified in a note associated with the nodes
by the system designer. These parameters’ values are
utilized as transition rates/probabilities in the synthesized
SRN. In real recovery operation procedures, the system
designer often does not explicitly specify what the opera-
tor should do next in the case of operation failure. How-
ever, operation failure may occur. For example, unintended
UNIX/Linux command-line mistakes are not uncommon for
many users, and sometimes have undesirable effect on their

systems. In a human reliability analysis (HRA) method
called HEART [19], if no obvious means of reversing an un-
intended action are provided, the expected human error rate
is multiplied by eight. In order to have the system designer
specify next activity to be done in the case of operation fail-
ure, we also introduced failure goto, which specifies an Ac-
tivity Diagram module (mentioned in Sect. 3.5) of the next
activity.

Target system components for each operation are spec-
ified using SysML allocations, which represent various re-
lationships between the SysML elements (such as blocks,
action nodes, etc.). We define two stereotypes of allocations
among Actions and DecisionNodes to represent relationship
in the recovery operation procedure as follows.

• control with condition: An allocation with this stereo-
type from an Action representing an operation op1 to
a DecisionNode d1 means that success of execution of
op1 changes the output of d1. The change(s) by the suc-
cess of execution is described as a condition in a note
associated with the allocation. On the other hand, al-
location with this stereotype from a DecisionNode d2

to a DecisionNode d3 means that the output of d3 is
changed according to the output of d2. The change(s)
by d2 is described as a condition in a note associated
with the allocation as well.
• prior: Some operations have dependencies in order of

the operations’ execution. A typical example is that to
recover from a failure, success of execution of an op-
eration op1 is required before success of execution of
an operation op2. In many real recovery operation pro-
cedures, order of execution of operations is described
under the assumption that each operation will be suc-
cessfully done, but cases of operation failures are not
adequately described. To have the system designer de-
scribe clearly the dependencies constraints, we intro-
duce this stereotype. When there are two allocations
with stereotype control with condition from two Ac-
tions a1 and a2 for op1 and op2 to a DecisionNode d1,
allocation with stereotype prior from a1 to a2 means
that success of execution of op1 is required to change
the output of d1 before that of op2.

By assigning the stereotypes in SysML diagrams before the
synthesis of the SRN model, the system designer does not
have to be aware of the underlying SRN models in the anal-
ysis of SUCCF.

3.4 Cross-Checking

In execution of recovery operation procedures for disaster
recovery, human errors are prone to occur because oper-
ators could be highly stressed under time pressure in ex-
treme situations and need to perform rarely-used complex
recovery operation procedures. Human error rates have been
predicted mainly based on five approaches [20]: investiga-
tion of already-occurred incidents, experiment in real en-
vironment, observation of practical operations, simulation
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and probabilistic risk assessment (PRA). In nuclear power
plants and chemical plants, PRA is mostly used to analyze
human errors. In the framework of PRA, human reliability
analysis (HRA) was developed. There are many techniques
for HRA such as THERP [21], HEART [19], CREAM [22]
and SPAR-H [23]. A detailed comparative evaluation of var-
ious HRA techniques can be found in [24].

Cross-check of operations by two people is a widely-
used technique for human error reduction which is applica-
ble to various kinds of mission critical systems such as nu-
clear power plants, military and medical services. A control
method of execution of system administrative operations in
an information system by two system administrators is pro-
posed in [25]. The method in [25] prevents the system ad-
ministrators from executing undesirable operations from se-
curity perspective. However, to our best knowledge, the ef-
fect of cross-check of recovery operations in recovery op-
eration procedures for information systems on the recovery
cost has not been quantitatively evaluated in the existing lit-
erature.

To address this issue, the proposed method identifies
the SUCCF by incorporating the effect of cross-check for re-
covery operation procedures in information systems. We as-
sume that system operator(s) tries to perform recovery oper-
ations according to the pre-defined recovery operation pro-
cedure. Intentional malicious operations are not included
in the scope of the paper. We also assume that the checks
by two system operators are independently done. Under the
assumption, the success probability of operation with cross-
check px cc is calculated by the following formula:

px cc = 1 − (1 − px) · (1 − pxc) (1)

Where px and pxc are the success probabilities of operation
x by the two system operators, respectively. The values of
px and pxc could be the same if the system operators have
the same level of expertise. The proposed method uses px

as the success probability of operation x in the case without
cross-check, and px cc in the case with cross-check instead
of px for model analysis. Both of the analysis results are
shown to the system designer for comparison.

By incorporating the effect of cross-check, the pro-
posed method can evaluate the recovery cost including labor
cost for adding operators for cross-check and downtime cost
by decreasing TTR due to reduction of human errors.

3.5 Model Synthesis from Recovery Operation Procedure

The proposed method synthesizes an analytic model in the
form of SRN from the input recovery operation procedure
in the Activity Diagram. The synthesized SRN model con-
sists of three types of sub-models: system state model, con-
trol flow model, and recovery operation model. A control
flow model represents the entire control flow of the input
recovery operation procedure. A recovery operation model
represents a recovery operation for a specific component.
A system state model represents state transitions (properly
functioning or failed) of a specific part of the system.

The SRN model is synthesized according to the fol-
lowing three steps based on the translation rules shown in
Table 1.

Step 1. Split the Activity Diagram into Activity Diagram
modules (AD modules)

Step 2. Translate each AD module into an SRN model
module

Step 3. Compose the translated SRN model modules into
an integrated SRN model

In Step 1, the proposed method splits the input Activity Di-
agram into the AD modules composed of nodes and outgo-
ing edges, as shown in the third column in Table 1. Edges
drawn by gray dashed lines of the AD modules represent
edges of their previous AD modules. Edges drawn by black
dashed lines of AD modules represent allocations. The AD
modules (a), (b), (c), (d), and (e) contain nodes and outgo-
ing edges to the next AD modules. The AD modules (f),
(g), and (h) contain the allocations only. The numbers of
incoming edges to the Activity Diagram module are fixed
to 0 for AD model module (a). The numbers of incoming
edges to (b), (c), (d) and (e) depend on the control flow of
the input Activity Diagram. In Step 2, each of nodes is trans-
lated to the corresponding SRN model module(s) shown in
the 4–6th columns in Table 1. In Step 3, according to the
relation connections of the original AD modules, the pro-
posed method composes the translated SRN model mod-
ules into one SRN model for analysis. The output arc(s)
of each SRN model module is connected to the place(s) of
SRN model module(s) translated from the next AD mod-
ule(s) in the original Activity Diagram. If the next AD mod-
ule is (b)/(c)/(d)/(e), the output arc is connected to the place
Ppreθ/Pexecx/Punrecvφ/Precv.

In Table 1, we utilize the following naming convention
for guard functions of the synthesized model. If a transition
has a guard function, the name of the transition has the name
of the guard function as its subscript. The name of each
guard function starts with “g”, and its subscript is the name
of the place where a token enables the transition.

The detailed translation from the AD modules to the
SRN model modules is as follows.

(a) The InitialNode module contains an InitialNode and an
outgoing edge. The InitialNode module is translated
into the starting place of the control flow model and an
outgoing edge from the place.

(b) The DecisionNode module contains a DecisionNode
and two outgoing edges. The DecisionNode module
is translated into (1) places, transitions and arcs of the
control flow model, and (2) two places of the system
state model. Regarding (1), when a token moves to
Ppreθ from the previous SRN model modules translated
from AD modules (a), (b), or (c), the token moves to
Pdecθ with the transition rate 1/t1 [1/h]. If output of a
DecisionNode dθ is yes/no, then tgyesθ/tgnoθ fires and
the token moves to the place of the SRN model module
translated from the next AD module. As for (2), Pyesθ
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Table 1 Translation rules for synthesizing a SRN model from a recovery operation procedure in an
activity diagram.

Fig. 3 Merging a place and transitions into one transition.

and Pnoθ represent the two outputs of dθ (yes, no), one
of which corresponds to the failure state determined by
the system designer as mentioned in Sect. 3.3. A token
is in either Pyesθ or Pnoθ. The initial marking varies au-
tomatically when the proposed method performs model
analysis over different combinations of component fail-
ures. The transition between these places is determined
by (f) or (g). If the number of input arcs of dθ is only
one, the immediate transition tg1 of the previous SRN
model module, the place Ppreθ, and the timed transition
Tdecθ is merged into the timed transition Tg1 with the
transition rate 1/t1 as shown in Fig. 3, since the reach-
ability graphs are the same.

(c) The Action module contains an Action and an outgoing
edge. The Action module is translated into (1) places,
transitions and arcs of the control flow model, and (2)
a recovery operation model. The transition rate and
probability of Tgexecx and tsuccessx are determined by the
parameters’ values of px and trx. The translated SRN
model modules (1) and (2) interact with each other as

follows. When a token moves to Pexecx of (1), Tgexecx

of (2) is enabled. In (2), the token in Pbeforex moves
to Pbranchx with the transition rate 1/t2 [1/h]. Then, the
tsuccessx fires at the transition probability p1 and the to-
ken moves to Pfinishx through Popx. If the Action is as-
sociated with DecisionNode dψ by the allocation with
stereotype �control�, the token in Popx enables the
transition tgopx (translated from (f)). On the other hand,
when the token is in Pbranshx, tfailx fires at the transi-
tion probability 1 − p1. Then the token moves directly
to Pfinishx. When the token is in Pfinishx, Tfinishx in (1)
is enabled and the token moves to Preturnx. When the
token is in Preturnx, the token in (2) return to Pbeforex

again. When the token is in Pbeforex, tgbeforex in (1) fires,
and the token moves to the place of the SRN model
module translated from the next AD module. The part
drawn by gray solid lines are generated only when the
value of failure goto is not “none”. The outgoing edge
from Pgotox is connected to the place of the SRN model
module translated from the AD module specified as the
value of failure goto.

(d) The FlowFinal module contains a FlowFinal. The
FlowFinal module is translated into a place. The place
is one of the ending places of the control flow model.
The token in this place represents that the recovery op-
eration procedure finished without perfect recovery.

(e) The ActivityFinal module contains an ActivityFinal.
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The ActivityFinal module is translated into a place.
The place is one of the ending places of the control flow
model. The token in the place means that the recovery
operation procedure finished with perfect recovery.

(f) The Control with condition module I contains an allo-
cation with stereotype �control� from an Action ax

to a DecisionNode dθ. This module is translated into
a transition, an input arc and an output arc, which con-
nect the two places of the system state model translated
from the DicisionNode module containing dθ. Direc-
tion of the transition is from the failure state to the
properly-functioning state determined by the system
designer. If yes/no of the output of dθ corresponds
to the failure state, the direction is from Pyesθ/Pnoθ to
Pnoθ/Pyesθ. By the guard function gopx, only when the
token is in Popx, tgopx fires and the token moves from
Pyesθ/Pnoθ to Pnoθ/Pyesθ.

(g) The Control with condition module II contains an allo-
cation with stereotype �control� from a DecisionN-
ode dψ to a DecisionNode dθ. This module is trans-
lated into a transition, an input arc and an output arc,
which connect the two places of the system state model
translated from the DicisionNode module containing
dθ. Direction of the transition is the same as (f). By
the guard function gyesψ/gnoψ, only when the token is in
Pyesψ/Pnoψ, tgyesψ/tgnoψ fires and the token moves from
Pyesθ/Pnoθ to Pnoθ/Pyesθ.

(h) The Prior module contains an allocation with stereo-
type �control� from an Action ax to an Action ay.
The Prior module is translated into an intermediate
place between the two places of the system state model
translated from the DicisionNode modules containing
dθ, two transitions, two input arcs and two output arcs,
which connect the three places. Direction of the transi-
tion is the same as (f). By the guard functions gopx and
gopy, only when the token moves to Popx and then the
token moves to Popy, the token moves from Pyesθ/Pnoθ

to Pnoθ/Pyesθ.

We omit translation rules for other nodes/allocations since
they are not often used in real recovery operation procedures
documents. Extension dedicated to a specific system would
be easily done by adding new translation rules if necessary.

3.6 Model Analysis

Based on the synthesized SRN model, the proposed method
analyzes the TTR and cost for each combination of compo-
nent failures. After the proposed method analyzes the TTR,
the recovery cost is calculated based on the value of the
TTR. This process is repeated automatically for a part of
the possible combinations of component failures by chang-
ing the initial marking, using pruning rules described in the
next subsection.

1) TTR
We obtain TTR for each combination of component failures
using SPNP [26] by computing the time from when a token

Table 2 Parameters for calculation of the recovery cost.

is deposited in Pinit to when the probability at which a token
is in Precv reaches 95%. That is, the recovery operation pro-
cedure completes with perfect recovery of the system within
the time at the probability 95%. The system designer can
change the probability if necessary. We assume the transi-
tion rates of the timed transitions in the synthesized model
are exponentially distributed.

2) Recovery Cost
Using the values of TTR obtained by the analysis based on
the synthesized model and parameters shown in Table 2, we
calculate the recovery cost for each combination of com-
ponent failures that lead to system failure by the following
equation.

Ctotal = Cd · tviolation +Clabor · TTR (2)

Generally, if we assign engineers with higher skill to re-
covery from system failure, tviolation and TTR may become
smaller. However, at the same time, Clabor may become big-
ger, therefore the total recovery cost may not be always re-
duced. To cope with this tradeoff, Ctotal is defined as the
summation of penalty cost for down time and the labor cost
for recovery.

3.7 Identification of SUCCF

For identification of SUCCF, the system designer specifies
the cost requirement for recovery for his/her system. For
instance, the requirement of recovery cost Creq is set to
$300000. The value is different from system to system.

Figure 4 shows the identification algorithm. The in-
put is possible combinations of component failures in a sys-
tem, and the output is SUCCF. The input combinations are
selected in ascending order of the number of the included
component failures. Each combination is checked whether
its recovery cost violates Creq. This process is repeated until
all the SUCCF have been identified. The initial combination
is randomly selected from the combinations with only one
component failure. After a SUCCF is determined, the al-
gorithm does not process the combinations that have larger
numbers of component failures than the SUCCF.

In the algorithm, the following steps are performed. In
Step 1, we set an initial value of a loop counter for the al-
gorithm ( j = 1). In Step 2, we select a combination with
j component failures. If we identify SUCCF by analyzing
the recovery cost of all the possible combinations of compo-
nent failures, the amount of calculation increases rapidly as
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Fig. 4 Algorithm of identification of SUCCF.

the number of components increases. To reduce the amount
of calculation, the proposed method utilizes the following
pruning rules.

• The combinations of component failures which reach
FlowFinal in the Activity Diagram are omitted from
analysis, since they do not achieve perfect recovery of
the system. For evaluation of these combinations, more
appropriate metrics such as data availability [27] can be
used.
• If different combinations have the same recovery oper-

ation procedure, a repeat of the same analysis is omit-
ted. For instance, the combination of a physical server
failure and the combination of the physical server fail-
ure and the failure of the OS on the physical server
might share the same recovery operation procedure.
This is because the OS needs to be recovered after the
recovery of the server regardless of the failure of the
OS itself.

In Step 3, we solve the synthesized SRN model with the ini-
tial marking determined according to the component failures
in the combination (e.g., if failure of a component A is in-
cluded in the combination, a token is placed in the place of
the system state model which is determined as failure state
of the component A), and calculate the recovery cost. If the
recovery cost violates Creq, we identify the combination as
one of SUCCF (Step 4). For the other unprocessed com-

binations with the same j component failures, we redo the
process from Step 2. After checking all the combinations
with j component failures, the algorithm goes for the combi-
nations with j+ 1 component failures (Step 5) if no SUCCF
has been found in the combinations with j component fail-
ures. Otherwise the identified SUCCF (with j component
failures) are output.

The identified SUCCF are finally delivered to the sys-
tem designer so that he/she can improve the design of the
recovery operation procedures.

The identification algorithm is mainly carried out by
the enumeration of the combinations of component failures.
The enumeration is done in ascending order of the num-
ber of included component failures. Two specific pruning
rules are proposed to reduce the complexity. For systems
where the length of SUCCF is relatively small and the prun-
ing rules can work effectively, the algorithm may quickly
identify the SUCCF. The potential limitations of the algo-
rithm are listed below.

• Since the algorithm starts from the combinations with
one component failure, if the value of the cost require-
ment is not small, the algorithm may not end until a
relatively big j. As a result, it might take long calcula-
tion time to identify the SUCCF.
• If the input combinations seldom have the same recov-

ery operation procedures or rarely reach FlowFinal, the
pruning rules may fail to reduce the calculation cost.
• The calculation cost for the parameters (such as TTR

and recovery cost) of the algorithm highly depends on
the number of states and complexity of the synthesized
SRN model as well. To our knowledge, SRN mod-
els synthesized from recovery operation procedures
of the real systems have relatively large number of
states because many detailed recovery operations are
required. Reduction of calculation amount for solv-
ing SRN model is also essential to apply the proposed
method to large systems.

4. A Case Study

We applied the proposed method to a recovery operation
procedure for a widely-used commercial database manage-
ment system Oracle 10 g/11 g as a case study. From an Ac-
tivity Diagram describing the recovery operation procedure
for Oracle 10 g/11 g the proposed method synthesizes the
SRN and identifies SUCCF. We evaluate the effect of cross-
check for execution of the recovery operation procedure.

4.1 Target Recovery Operation Procedure

Figure 5 shows the recovery operation procedure in the Ac-
tivity Diagram. The target recovery operation procedure is
for failure-recovery of Oracle 10 g/11 g with single instance
at archive log mode in Ref. [28]. For mission critical sys-
tems, the archive log mode is often used.

In the target recovery operation procedure, there
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Fig. 5 Recovery operation procedure for Oracle 10 g/11 g.

Fig. 6 Synthesized SRN model from the recovery operation procedure, which composed of 3 kinds
of sub models (a), (b), and (c).

are twelve components, each of which is in properly-
functioning or failed state (e.g., control files exist or not).
The current state of y-th component is checked at the De-
cisionNode dy (y = 1, 2, . . . , 12) by an operator. What is
checked at dy is described in the Note associated with dy.
Depending on the current states of the twelve components,
the required sub operation procedures are determined. (e.g.,
in Fig. 5, if 1st component is in failed (unavailable) state, the

output of DecisionNode d1 is [no], the output of DecisionN-
ode d2 is [yes], and “op2” is executed. After “op2” recovers
the failed state, the output of d1 is changed to [yes]. Then,
the output of DecisionNode d4 is [yes], the output of De-
cisionNode d12 is [no], and finally we reach ActivityFinal).
Each of the sub-procedure includes one recovery operation.
The order of their execution dynamically changes depend-
ing on the current states of the components. The recovery
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Table 3 Parameter values of the synthesized SRN model.

operation which recovers failed state of the component is
defined as the Action associated with the DecisionNode for
the component with stereotype �control�, as described in
Sect. 3.5.(f).

For simplicity, recovery operations for other system
components such as operating system, a physical server, and
a network switch are not included. Because of the space
limitation, notes for AD modules (f) and (g) are omitted in
Fig. 4. For DecisionNodes d1 and d4, “[no]→ [yes]” is writ-
ten in the note associated with stereotype�control�, while
“[yes]→ [no]” is written for other DecisionNodes.

4.2 Synthesized SRN Model

Figure 6 shows the synthesized SRN model from the recov-
ery operation procedure in the Activity Diagram. The syn-
thesized SRN model is composed of three kinds of sub mod-
els: (a) System state models representing the twelve states
of the target system (b) a control flow model representing
the control flow of the target recovery operation procedure,
and (c) recovery operation models representing the seven re-
covery operations. The guard functions are represented by
the same naming convention of the transitions mentioned in
Sect. 3.

4.3 Model Analysis to Identify SUCCF

1) Parameter values
Based on the synthesized SRN model, TTR to each

combination of failures are computed using parameter val-
ues shown in Table 3 with and without cross-check based
on the method in Sect. 3.4. Note that the parameters’ values
may vary depending on the systems. Since the success prob-
ability of the recovery operation of opx px differs depending
on the system operator’s skill, we set two levels of the sys-
tem operator’s skill: low (px = 94%) and high (px = 99%).
The values of px are determined by the SPAR-H method
developed based on the most well-known HRA technique
THERP. SPAR-H calculates the human error probability
(HEP) of an action (operation) by multiplying the nomi-
nal HEP for actions (=0.001) by the following eight per-
formance shaping factor (PSF) multipliers: Available Time,
Stress/Stressors, Complexity, Experience/Training, Proce-
dures, Ergonomics/HMI, Fitness for Duty, Work Processes.
The values of the multipliers are determined according to
pre-defined PSF Levels. Here we assume the following as-
signment of PSF levels.

• Stress/Stressors: System operators would be highly

Table 4 Parameter values for calculation of recovery cost.

Table 5 SUCCF for low-skilled operator(s).

stressed in emergency situations of large-scale disaster,
so we select High (x 2).
• Complexity: In contrast to daily routine operations, re-

covery for simultaneous component failures is complex
task. So we select Moderately complex (x 2).
• Experience/Training: We select High (x 0.5) for high

system operator’s skill, and Low (x 3) for low system
operator’s skill.
• Procedure: In the target recovery operation procedure,

general operations for data recovery are concretely de-
scribed, but what needed to be done in the case of oper-
ation failure is not mentioned. So we select Available,
but poor (x 5).

The remaining 5 PSFs are rated nominal (x 1). Based on the
above assignment, HEP for a low-skilled operator is calcu-
lated to 6% (px = 94%), and HEP for a high-skilled operator
is 1% (px = 99%). For the rest of parameters of the syn-
thesized model trx and tcy, we use arbitrary but reasonably
selected parameters’ values, since some parameters values
are not available or confidential.

Then, using the analyzed values of TTR and param-
eters’ values shown in Table 4, the recovery cost for each
of the combinations of the component failures is calculated.
We assume that the labor cost increases in proportion to the
system operator’s skill level. We also calculated recovery
cost with various values of parameters, but we show only a
part of the results due to the space limitation.

As for the cost requirements, we set Creq to 8000 and
15000 [$]. The proposed method identifies SUCCF which
exceed each value of Creq.

2) Analysis results
Tables 5 and 6 show combinations of SUCCF whose

Ctotal exceed Creq when system operator’s skill level is low
and high, respectively. The total numbers of SUCCF are 7
for low skill level and 8 for high skill level.

When system operator’s skill level is low, in Table 5,
the values of Ctotal of all the SUCCF can be reduced by in-
corporating cross-check. The results show that for the afore-
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Table 6 SUCCF for high-skilled operator(s).

mentioned seven SUCCF, incorporating cross-check is ef-
fective to reduce their values of Ctotal. This is because that
the amount of decrease in downtime cost by reduction of
HEP with cross-check exceeds increase in labor cost for in-
corporating cross-check.

On the other hand, when system operator’s skill level
is high, as shown in Table 6, Ctotal with cross-check is al-
ways higher than Ctotal without cross-check for both values
of Creq, although TTR with cross-check is shorter than TTR
without cross-check. The result indicates that system oper-
ator’s skill level is high enough, hence further improvement
of the success probability of an operation is not effective
to reduce the downtime cost. In this case, cross-check is
not a good strategy to reduce the recovery cost. When the
values of Ctotal of SUCCF cannot be reduced by incorpo-
rating cross check, other measures to reduce TTR such as
automation of the manual recovery operations for the com-
ponents by scripts or introduction of their redundant com-
ponents should be used to reduce cost. Since introduction
of cross-check is not always effective depending on system
operator’s skill level, we need to investigate appropriate sys-
tem operator’s skill level to reduce the recovery cost.

Although not shown in this section, we also identified
the SUCCF with cross-check in the case of a combination of
a high-skilled operator and a low-skilled operator. The cost
for every SUCCF in such a case is always smaller than that
with two high-skilled operators, and larger than that with
two low-skilled operators.

In summary, these results indicate that it is important
to know appropriate skill levels of system operators in or-
der to reduce the recovery cost by cross-check, and to select
effective improvement measures in terms of cost-efficiency.

5. Conclusion

We have presented a technique to identify the SUCCF in dis-
aster recovery scenario by predicting the required cost for
recovery from each combination of component failures. To
predict TTR and required cost, SRN is automatically synthe-
sized from Activity Diagram representing a recovery oper-
ation procedure. Possible combinations of component fail-
ures are enumerated using pruning rules on the synthesized
SRN and, for given cost requirement, SUCCF are identified
by analyzing SRN for each combination. The feasibility of
the proposed technique is evaluated in a recovery operation

procedure for Oracle 10 g/11 g database management sys-
tem with and without cross-check of execution of recovery
operations. We describe the recovery operation procedure
in Activity Diagram and translate it to SRN. For a given
parameter values, we identify SUCCF. SUCCF are classi-
fied into two cases and effective measures for reducing the
recovery cost is discussed for each case.

Future work will focus on improvement of the pro-
posed method by quantitative evaluation of scalability of
the proposed method, development of a technique to ob-
tain more accurate parameters’ values and their distribution
based on both automatic measurement and human reliability
analysis. We plan to incorporate the proposed method into
our model-based system design tool with automatic analysis
of system performance and reliability called CASSI [29] in
order to provide more useful information to system design-
ers.
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